We propose a modification on the key-lock-pair mechanism based on the the Chinese remainder theorem that implements the single-key-lock system. The single-key-lock system associates each subject(i.e., user) with a key and each object(i.e., file) witlt a lock.
Introduction
In a time sharing computer system, large numbers of users share a common database, Therefore, file protection is one of the important concerns for the database system designer [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Protection systems in a database environment are &veloped to prevent information stored in a computer from being destroyed altered, or even disclosed or copied without being detected. With various resources in a computing ertvironmcnL there is always a need to ensure that each user or process uses system resources only in ways consistent with the stated policies of the system administrators.
* more information is beiig shared through a large network of different databases, the security of individual data becomes a growing concern [12] .
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File protection
is achieved through an access control mechanism. When a request to access a file is made, it is intercepted by the control mechanism and validated. Many current database management systems make use of a mmbirtation of a user list directory and a file access control lit. However, this method rquires rhe system to do a great deal of searching for access vtilcstion when a rquest is made by a user [16] .
Wu and Hwang proposed a key-lock-pair (KLP) mechanism that does not require any searching during user access verifwation. However, their method requires recalculations for all usem keys when a new user joins the database.
In addition, this mechanism rqttires storage which exceeds that of the original access matrix [4] [16] .
A binary version of this KLP was proposed in 1989 [3] . Chsng then proposed a new KLP mechanism based on the Chinese remainder theorem which reduces the storage problem and gives a simpler mechanism [2] . However. his method needs to recalculate all users keys when anew file is added.
In this paper, we improve the implementation of the SKL system based on the Chinese remainder theorem by the use of (1) a simpler approach of the extended Euclidian algorithm which provides faster calculation sand (2) a hierarchical key storage structure.
This structure not only reveals the hierarchic relationships among the subjects, but also decrements the number of keys recskxdated when a new fde is added.
This paper contains 4 sections. Section 2 reviews the singlekey-lock (SKL) system and the key-lock-pair mechanism based on the Chinese remainder theorem. Section 3 presents a simpler approach of the extended Euclidian algorithm. The new hierarchical key storage structure to implement the (SKL) system is also presented in section 3. Fmslly, section 4 gives a summary.
The Slttgle-Key-Lock System (SKL)
The single-key-lock system allows the access rights in an access cott!xol matrix to be stored into a set of keys and locks [16] [4]. In this system, a key is assigned to a subject,(e.g., user) and a lock is assigned to an object(e.g., file). An access control matrix is a matrix with rows and columns corresponding to subjects and objects respectively. An entry au lists the access rights of subject~i to object~j . It is the intention of every system administrator that every user could only be allowed to access files in accordance to the access control matrix. When an access attempt is made, the singlekey-lock system (SKL) verifies it by performing an operation on the user's key end the lock of the file. Fig. 1 [2] proposed a key-lock-pair mechanism based on the Chinese remainder theorem and implemented on the single-key-lock system. One of the elegant merits of this key-lock-pair mechanism based on the Chinese remainder theorem lies in its simplicity, in which only a key is associated with a subject end only a lock is associated with an object. Another advantage of he mechanism is the fact that the storage problem for keys is reduced fmm the O(M*N) by WU end Hwang's methodto O (M+N) where M represents the number of subjects and N represents the number of objects in the system. However, when a new file is beiig introduced into the protection system, all users' keys have to be reconstructed. This evidemtly takes up a substantial amount of system time if there are many users and files in the database. On the other hand, this protection mechanism does not provide any hierarchical structure that determines the relationship between any two subjects.
When a large number of files is stored in a database. we have a large Dj vahte to be c~~ated since The local splay tree maintains file nodes which contain the file name and the unique lock number. This local splay tree only contains files that are atxxssible by the user. A global splay tree is also introduced to keep track of all files and their respective owners. Since the local splay tree maintains user accessible files only, a superior user can not fd files that bekmg to Ma/her inferior users. The intervening system then retrieves the owner-pointer of the file from the global file directory and compares the relationship between the two nodes. Fig. 3 illustrates the hierarchical key storage structure with global and local splay tree.
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basedemtba"toc~n-d~=OWII treat aptayme. This proposed method maintains the simplicity of the mechanism with four additional advantages as described below.
1. When a new fde is added by any member in the hierarchy of users, without the new hierarchical structure, the key-lock-pair mechanism requires a recalculation of all key values in the database.
However, with the presence of the hierarchical key storage structure, insertion or deletion of file requires recalculation of keys on affected users. For example, if user A owns a new file and gives user B 'execute' access right. In this new mcdified SKL systezm only two keys are recalculated.
2.
In the key-lock-pair mechanism based on the Chhese remainder theorem, calculations of keys depend on all locks. Since most files in a system are not accessible by most users, these inaccessible files have lock numbers included in the key calculation.
With the local splay tree, calculation of a key only depends on lock numbers that are accessible by a user.
Thus, computational time is reduced.
3. When the system verifies the access right, it needs to retieve both the key and the lock. If we assume the old SKL system uses a splay tree to maintain the lock numbers, retrieving one lock number needs O (log2N) processing time if N is the number of files in the system. However, with the local splay tree, retrieving the lock number requires O(log2n) if n is the average number of files in the local tree.
4.
With this hierarchical key storage structure, it can be used to define a protocol for reporting protection violations as well as an aid in resource allocation and accounting.
This hierarchical key storage structure is consistent with the abstract protection model proposed by Denning and Graham [6] , a user with the highest privileges is equivalent to the superuser in the system. This hierarchical structure cart be implemented using a data stmcture with pointers.
Example
In this examplq we assume that there area total of nine users m the system. The fust user in the hierarchy is the system administrator, Sa and two department heads. Namely departm~t A, Da and department B, Db. Department A has 3 users under his hierarchy, which are named as AU1, AU2, and AU3. On the other hand, department B has 3 users under hls hierarchy and they are called BU1, BU2 and BU3 respectively. Figure 4 shows the hierarchical structure of the example svstem. _L l, L2, L3Wseseatingtha 3*sb)'s*M FIAUlmPIWS=ItsWtibYWl~~A.
Fi&4:systsmviwoa tbe FiksT he system amrumatrator IS charged with the task of setting the accounts of different users in the systam end assigning the preliminary files to be used by each user. Suppose there are three library files set up by the system admiitrator named LIBl, LIB2 and LIB3. The system administrator Sd decides that he would allow all users in department A to execute LIBl, LIB2, LIB3 and users in department B to read and execute LIBl, LIB2 and LIB3. Suppose that each uses in the system decides to create a file of his own. Thus representing:
Execute :  Read  :  k  write  :  3 and  Gwn: 4.
Since a linear hierarchy of access rights is obeyecL if a user can read a fde, he also can execute it. If a user owns a file, then he could execute, read and write on the fde. Each time a file is crest@ the system assigns a new prime number to the file and inserts it into the global splay txee directory. For example, tie prime numbers that represent each fde in the system could be : 1. To calculate the key of the system administrator Sd, we have three fdes that are created by him in the system. These are LIB 1, LIB2, and LIB3 with prime numbers 5, 7, 11 respectively.
Since he owns all the three files, the access rights are 4 for these three fdes. 
The calculation of the key of department head A involves 4 files in his local splay tree directory. Since users in department
A could execute LIB 1, LIB2, end LD13, his access rights on these files are "exeate" or 1 respectively. Department head A also has a file of his owm that is FIA and it has been assigned a prime number of 13. The calculation of key for department A is as follows: L = 5*7*11*13 = 5005 end DI =1001, D2 =715, D3 =455, and D4 = 385 dl = 1, d2=l, d3 =4, endd4=8 X1=1* X2=1, x3=3, end x4=5
Therefore, the value of the key is (Dlxlal + D2x2a2 + D3x3a3+D4x4a4 ) mod L 4. The calculation of user AU 1, which is the frost user inside department A. Besides having the access rights of 1 or "execute" on the LIB1, LlB2, end LIB3, it has ita own file of FIAU1, which is given the prime number of 19 by rhe systun. Therefore, the key is calculated as follows: L= 5*7*11*19 = 7315 and D1 = 1463, D2 = 1045, D3 = 665, end D4 = 385 dl = 3, d2=2 d3 =5, andd4=5 xl = 2, X2 = 4, x3 =9, and x4=4
Therefore, the value of the key is = (Dlxlal + D2x2a2 + D3x3a3 + Dma4 )rnod L =[ 1463(2)(1)+1045(4)(1)+ 665(9)(1) +385(4)(4) )mod 7315 5. 'f'he calculation of user AU2, which is the second user inside department A. Besides having the access rights of 1 or "execute" on the LIBl, LIB2, and LIB3, it has its own file of F1 AU2, which is given the prime number of 23 by the system. Therefore, the key is calculated as follows: 6.The calculation of user AU3, which is the third user inside department A. Besides having the access rights of 1 or "execute" on the LIB 1, LIB2, and IIB3, it also has its own file of F1AU3, which is given the prime number of 29 by the system. Therefore, the key is calculated as follows: 7. The calculation of user BU 1, which is the fust user inside department B. Besides having the access rights of 2 or "read end "execute" on the LIB1, LIB2, end LIB3, it also has its own fde of FIBU1, which is given the prime rturnber of 31 by the system. Therefore, the key is calculated as follows: L = 5*7*11*3X = 11935 end D1 = 2387, D2 = 1705, D3 = .1085, and D4 = 385 dl = 2, (i-2 =4, d3 = 7, andd4 =13 xl = 3, x2=2, x3 =8, end x4=12
Therefore, rhe value of the key is
8.The calculation of user BU2, which is the second user inside department B. Besides having the access rights of 2 or "read and "exeam" on the LIB 1, LIB2, and LIB3, it also has its own ffle of F1BU2, which is given the prime number of 37 by the system. Therefore, the key is calculated as follows: L = 5*7*11 *37= 14245 and D1 = 2849, D2= 2035, @ = 1295, and D4 = 385 dl=4, d2 =5, d3 =8, and d4 =15 xl= 4, X2= 3, x3 =7, and x4=5
= 4621
Therefore, the value of the key is (Dlxlal + D2x2a2 + D3x3a3 + D4up4 ) mod L =[2849(4)(2)+2035 (3)(2)+1295(7)(2)+385(5)(4) )mod 14245 = 3852.
9.The calculation of user BU3, which is the third user inside department B. Besides having the access rights of 2 or "read" and "execute" on the LIB 1, LIB2, and LKB3, it also has its own file of F1BU3, which is given the prime number of 41 by the system. Therefore, the key is calculated as follows: L = 5*7*11*41 = 15785 and D1 = 3157, D2 = 2255, D3 = 1435, and D4 = 385 dl=2, d2= 1, d3 =5, endd4 =16 xl= 3, X2 = 1, x3 = 9, snd x4=18
Therefore, the value of the key is (Dlxlal + D2x2a2 + D3x3a3 + D4x4s4) mod L =(3 157(3)(2)+2255 (l)(2)+ 1435(9 )(2)+385( 18)(4))mod 15785 = 13862.
Summary
In this paper, our proposed modification improves on the keylock-pair mechanism based on the Chinese remainder thwmtrt. We improve the speed of calculating the keys by using the congruence of~j as well as reducing the number of recalculations of keys when a new file is added or deleted to the database using a hierarchical structure.
The hierarchical structure is maintained using a splay tree. Each user in the database has a node that points to his local splay tree. When a fide access request is made by a user in the database, the system will search the local splay tree f~t. If that fde is not founa the system will search for the same fde in the global splay tree. Each node in the global splay tree contains a pointer that points to the owner of the file.
From there, relationship between usms are determined.
